Run Number 101 28th August 2008
Mossley Hill Station, Aigburgh, Liverpool
The Pack: Carthief (Co-Hare), Compo, Snoozanne, Overdrive, Grutel, Sprog, Mad Hatter, Austin
Powers, Cleopatra, FCUK, Lilo Lil, 10 Seconds, Carless Whisper (Co-Hare), Anopheles,
Cupsucker, OTT, Lance, Nadja, Dan, Chrissy and Tim.

What a turnout. We even managed to get a couple of turtles along. (Lance and Nadja).
With so many virgins the trail was explained to groans from the more experienced hashers.

But even Austin Powers seemed to
be concentrating.

FCUK announced that as Run and Room 101 were similar he would award some Room 101 prizes
to various Hashers. Carthief received facial masks of Blair and Brown and Compo would have
received a can of soft drink but FCUK forgot it.
Grutel was the only one to make an effort with the run number, although he was about 20 years
too early.

The time honoured “Check it out” started the run. It nearly finished the run for Lance who ran off
along a falsie and not realising that the other 2500 runners out on a Thursday night were not
Hashers followed some of them. Remarkably he found the return trail and joined us half way
through.

On On was called along Palmerston Road and on to the first Check Back past the pedestrian
bridge over the railway line.

1st Check back

This caused some
of the hashers to speed up.

But not all of them

A few devious double splits and Trail was found along Queens Drive under the bridge

With Chrissy being
extremely proud of not
being last

Tail end Charlies

Through the fence

Fence rearranging

The second fence was more challenging to some than to others

through the grounds of the student accommodation with some of the initial athleticism waning
somewhat.

Out onto N Mossley Hill Rd opposite Penny Lane to a Check and then down Greenbank Lane into
Greenbank Park where a Split kept the pack happy for a few minutes.

Down to the end of the lake and a Check that took most of the pack into the woods. Out of the park
up to Ullet Road via Smithdown Road and eventually into “The Park”.
An impressive Check at the 7 way crossroads
and onto the Regroup and Look alike competition

A Hash Flash

On On was called up to the glasshouse followed by a tortuous trail down the side of the lake and a
bad smell apparently

Only Overdrive took the correct route at the exit to the park and onto another Check.

By this time it was getting a little dark and some encouragement had been deemed necessary by
the Hares as the trail led remorsefully uphill back to the start.

Back at the start a panic set in as we sought directions to Chez FCUK, but eventually nobody got
lost and we arrived safely. Or nearly so as Chrissy lost a bottle of wine in the car park.

Tim thought that there should have been a lot of cut tongues and sore heads as the Hashers tried
to lick up the wine but the smell of beer was too strong.
At the BBQ, Hanna (needing no bribery from FCUK) tended to the cooking whilst a new twist to the
expression “Baring your *rse” was demonstrated. (Blairing one’s *rse for those who do not
remember him ).

The Co-founder Austin Powers
was pressed into being RA

Carthief and FCUK had sermons
God went to the Arabs and said, "I have Commandments for you that will make your lives better."
The Arabs asked, "What are Commandments?"
And the Lord said, "They are rules for living."
"Can you give us an example?"
"Thou shall not kill."
"Not kill? We're not interested."
So He went to the Blacks and said, "I have Commandments."
The Blacks wanted an example, and the Lord said, "Honour thy Father and Mother."
"Father? We don't know who our fathers are. We're not interested."
Then He went to the Mexicans and said, "I have Commandments."
The Mexicans also wanted an example, and the Lord said "Thou shall not steal."
"Not steal? We're not interested."
Then He went to the French and said, "I have Commandments."
The French too wanted an example and the Lord said, "Thou shall not commit adultery."
"Not commit adultery? We're not interested."
Finally, He went to the Jews and said, "I have Commandments."
"Commandments?" They said, "How much are they?"
"They're free."
"We'll take 10."
Sherlock Holmes and Watson were lying on the ground at night looking up at the stars. Sherlock
Holmes said “What do the stars tell us Watson?” Watson rambled on about infinity, the smallest of
man, the beauty of nature until he was stopped by Holmes “Watson, you should not be seeing any
stars, the tent has been stolen”

The Virgins were called up Nadja, Chrissy, Lance, Tim, Dan, and Anopheles (from Blantyre H3)

Returnees
FCUK, Lilo Lil, OTT, Cupsucker, 10 Seconds, Carless Whisper and Cleopatra, none of whom
had convincing excuses.

A new category was introduced Latecomers and 10 Seconds, Overdrive, Cleopatra and OTT
were given the bedpans

The hole through the fence challenged some of Pack and the RA took great delight in calling up
Compo, Grutel, FCUK and Sprog who had gashed his T-shirt.
Madhatter and Lance were punished for getting lost
Lilo Lil for cycling the entire route

The Hares for the run

The Pioneers Austin Powers, OTT, Snoozanne

Chrissy and FCUK for their public display of affection. FCUK fondly touched her bum.
Austin Powers for travelling all the way from Cambridge.
Earlier in the week Chrissy had recounted how Carless Whisper had told her that Carthief had
been or should be hanged.
Carthief proceeded to demonstrate that she had misheard and that CW had actually said that he
was “Well hung”. Austin Powers joined in and “squashed his banana”. The resultant sticky leg
was exhibited for all to see.

The new T shirts were exhibited by FCUK who pointed out that the Hashers were listed in order of
the number of runs they had completed.

An excellent way to celebrate 101 runs. Hanna can we have the same next week please?

